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Abstract. The nuclear Equation of State (EoS) is an important component in

the evolution and subsequent explosion of core collapse supernovae. We make

a survey of various equations of state that can be found in the literature and

analyze their effect on the explosion. To simulate the supernovae, we use the

general relativistic spherically-symmetric code GR1D, modified to take into ac-

count the effects of three-dimensional turbulence through a new mixing length

theory approach (STIR). We show that the viability of the explosion is quite

EoS dependent and that the strength of explosions correlate best with the cen-

tral entropy density right after bounce and the onset of turbulent mixing in the

proto-neutron star.

1 Introduction

Core-collapse supernovae have been one of the main focuses of computational astrophysics

for more than 50 years. The tremendous advance in CPU technology enabled very detailed

three-dimensional simulations to be developed, which greatly improved our knowledge of the

explosion mechanism, but there are still many challenges left. One of the main uncertainties

affecting the physics of supernovae is the Equation of State (EOS) of nuclear matter. Core-

collapse supernovae generate thermodynamic conditions that can go from very low densities

in the mantle (103 g cm−3) to very high densities in the core (1015 g cm−3) as well as all the

values in between. At the same time, temperatures can also vary from 1 MeV to 100 MeV,

while electron fractions can be as low as ∼ 0.01 and as large as ∼ 0.6. To adequately describe

the explosion, a detailed knowledge of the EOS of matter across all these thermodynamic

regimes is required. However, at high densities the EOS is still poorly constrained, especially

when considering finite temperature effects [1–4].

Other important challenges that need to be addressed concern neutrinos and their inter-

actions with matter. It is now quite well established that neutrino-delayed heating [5] is the

main mechanism responsible for the explosion of massive stars. Therefore, a detailed knowl-

edge of the thermodynamic dependence of neutrino-matter interactions, alongside realistic

algorithms that describe the transport of neutrinos across the star, are required [6–8]. In this

proceeding, however, we will only focus on the EOS.
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EOS Type n0 J K0 m∗
n/mn Mmax

(fm−3) (MeV baryon−1) (MeV baryon−1) - M�

SFHo RMF 0.1583 31.57 245.40 0.7608 2.05

DD2 RMF 0.1491 32.73 242.70 0.5625 2.14

HShen RMF 0.1455 36.95 281.00 0.6340 2.21

LS220 SRO 0.1549 28.61 219.85 1.0000 2.04

APR SRO 0.1600 32.59 266.00 0.6985 2.19

KDE0v1 SRO 0.1646 34.58 227.53 0.7442 1.97

SLy4 SRO 0.1595 32.00 229.90 0.6952 2.05

Table 1. The different columns represent the nuclear saturation density (n0) the symmetry energy at

saturation density (J), the nuclear incompressibility (K0), the nucleon effective mass (m∗
n) and the

maximum mass of a neutron star (Mmax). The first four equations of state are calculated using RMF

theory, while the last three were generated using the SRO code from [31].

In this work, we use the spherically symmetric model in full general relativity described

in [9] to study the impact of the EOS on the explosion. This model can achieve an explo-

sion by means of the inclusion of turbulent convection using Mixing-Length Theory (MLT).

Specifically, it is a general relativistic version of STIR, first developed by [10]. In the past,

several studies were carried out, analyzing the effect of the EOS on the dynamics of CCSNe

(e.g. [11–29]). Here, we employ 7 different EOS, based on different microscopic models,

and with those simulate four different progenitor models.

Our work was inspired by two recent papers [26, 28], that study the effect of the EOS

on the structure of the PNS and on the explosion. Both papers focus on EOSs that were

calculated using Skyrme energy density functionals, whereas our study also includes EOSs

generated using Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) models. In these two studies, by varying

several Skyrme parameters, they observed that the effective nucleon mass m∗
n is the parameter

that best correlates with the strength of the explosion. In this work, however, we will study

how EOSs generated using different microscopical theories affect the explosion. Natural units

will be adopted throughout the manuscript, i.e. G = c = M� = 1.

2 Methods

2.1 Nuclear Equations of State

We used 7 different EOS to simulate 4 different progenitors with masses of 9, 15, 20 and 25

M� from [30]. The EOS we chose are listed in table 1. In previous studies [26, 28] some of

the nuclear parameters that can more significantly impact the explosion have been identified.

In particular, the effective nucleon mass in symmetric matter at saturation density m∗
n was

found to be the one that best correlates with the strength of the explosion. The details of the

EOSs used in this study is summarized below:

• The SFHo and DD2 EOSs are taken from [32], which uses a Relativistic Mean Field (RMF)

approach, with the parametrization of nucleon interactions from [15] and [33], respectively.

Nuclei near saturation density are treated using an NSE approach, with several thousands

nuclei taken into account.
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• The HShen EOS from [34] is based on RMF theory. The difference with the SFHo and

DD2 EOS is that the HShen uses the Single Nucleus Approximation (SNA), based upon a

Thomas-Fermi model, to describe nuclei near nuclear saturation density.

• The APR EOS [35, 36]: At high densities it uses realistic nuclear potentials resulting from

fits to nucleon-nucleon scattering. It also includes a phase transition to a neutral pion

condensate. It is then connected to a network of ∼3300 nuclei in Nuclear Statistical Equi-

librium (NSE) at low densities using the SRO code [31].

• The LS220 [11], KDE0v1 [37] and SLy4 [38]: These are based on Skyrme parameteriza-

tions as described in [31]. Additionally, nuclei at densities near nuclear saturation density

are described using the compressible liquid drop theory, in the same fashion as [11]. These

EOS are then connected to a network of ∼3300 nuclei in Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium

(NSE) at low densities using the SRO code [31].

The last four EOSs were taken from the SROEOS code of [31]. Hence, at densities below

nuclear saturation density, they are described using a compressible liquid-drop model at finite

temperature in which heavy nuclei are described using SNA. We therefore divide these EOSs

in two categories: RMF-type (the first three) and SRO-type (the last four). The gravitational

mass versus radius relationships for cold neutron can be seen in Figure 1, together with some

observational constraints on the mass and radius of Neutron Stars. Despite the fact that some

of them are not consistent with observation constraints, these EOSs represent a reasonable

catalogue of possible equations of state.

2.2 Supernova model

One of the mechanisms that can more significantly impact the delayed-neutrino heating

mechanism is neutrino-driven turbulent convection, as many previous studies have shown

[46–49]. The reason is that material behind the expanding shock is heated by neutrinos es-

caping the proto-neutron star, and turbulent convection can increase the time spent by the

material in the gain region, increasing the probability of interaction with neutrinos. Hence,

neutrino-driven turbulence is a key component of the explosion mechanism of supernovae.

To analyze how different EOSs affect the explosion, we use the model described in [9],

which uses a general relativistic version STIR [10] to include neutrino-driven turbulent con-

vection in the spherically symmetric code GR1D. STIR includes the effects of turbulent con-

vection in spherically symmetric simulations using a time-dependent Mixing-Length Theory

(MLT) approach. The energy coming from turbulent convection can therefore trigger an

explosion even in spherically symmetric simulations. We now briefly summarize the main

features of STIR, but more details can be found in [49], [10] and [9]. The metric used in

GR1D is:

ds2 = gμνxμxν

= −α(r, t)2dt2 + X(r, t)2dr2 + r2dΩ2 , (1)

where α is the lapse function and X is a function of the gravitational mass at radius r.
STIR adds an extra equation to the standard hydrodynamic ones solved in GR1D, to ac-

count for the time evolution of the turbulent energy:

∂Dv2
turb

∂t
+

1

r2
∂

∂r
[
αr2

X
D(v2turbv − DK∇v2turb)]

= −αX
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ρv2turb ∂v∂r + ρvturbω2

BVΛmix − ρ
v3
turb

Λmix

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (2)
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Figure 1. Gravitational mass vs radius, from the various equations of state adopted in the present

work. The green shaded region shows the NS mass-radius constraints from model A of [39]. The grey

band represents the mass and radius of the millisecond pulsar PSR J0740+6620. The mass has been

measured by [40] and [41], with a value of 2.08±0.07 M�. The radius has been independently estimated

by [42] and [43] using NICER data. Here we show the latter, where the lighter grey region represents a

95% confidence level, corresponding to a radius of 12.39+2.63−1.68 km, while the darker region shows the 1σ

confidence level, corresponding to a radius of 12.39+1.30−0.98 km. The blue dotted line is the mass of PSR
J1810+1744 measured by [44], and the shaded blue region represents the 1σ confidence level. The

brown horizontal band shows the constraint on the radius of a 1.4 M� neutron star from [45].

where D = XρW is the conserved density, W = (1 − v2)−1/2 is the Lorentz factor and vturb is

the turbulent velocity. The velocity is defined as v = Xvr, where vr is the coordinate velocity.

Finally, DK = αKvturbΛmix is the diffusion coefficient. The most important quantities of this

model are the mixing length

Λmix = αMLT

P
ρ dφ/dr

, (3)

and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency

ω2
BV =

α2

ρhX2

(
dφ

dr
− v∂v
∂r

) (
∂ρ(1 + ε)

∂r
− 1

c2s

∂P
∂r

)
, (4)

where φ = lnα reduces to the Newtonian potential in the non-relativistic limit and cs is the

sound speed. The quantity h = 1 + ε + P/ρ represents the relativistic enthalpy, where P is the

pressure and ε is the internal energy.
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Figure 2. The upper panels display shock radius vs time for different progenitors and EOSs, while the

lower panels display the diagnostic energy vs time. Notice that for the 9 M� progenitor the diagnostic

energies have been multiplied by a factor of 8 so that they could be more clearly shown on the same

scale used for the other progenitors.

The parameters controlling the strength of the explosion are: αMLT and αK. The first one

controls the magnitude of the mixing length, whereas the second one controls the magnitude

of the diffusion coefficients DK. We have not shown all the hydrodynamic equations here,

but it’s important to point out that other diffusion coefficients, analogous to DK, are added

to the evolution equations for neutrino energy density, internal energy and electron fraction.

The total number of parameters in the model is therefore 5. However, we fix αK and the other

parameters governing diffusion to 1/6, consistently with the choices of [50] and [10]. The

only parameter we vary is αMLT.

The simulations carried out for this work were run using a modified version of GR1D
[51, 52], which is based on spherically symmetric hydrodynamics and radiation transport in

full General Relativity (GR). Neutrino opacitiy tables were generated using the open-source

code NuLib [52].

3 Results

Given the high densities reached inside the PNS, the dynamics of supernovae can be greatly

impacted by the EOS. To illustrate this, we show some of the most significant thermodynamic

quantities at the center of the PNS in Figure 3, for different progenitors and EOSs. As one can

clearly see, central density and temperature can vary significantly as a function of EOS, but

they do not correlate with the strength of explosion. On the contrary, the central entropy in

the first 50 ms after bounce correlates extremely well with the strength of the explosion, even

though the range spanned by different EOSs is not as large as for the other two quantities. One

can then conclude that the hierarchy of central entropies follows the hierarchy of explosion

strength, with the only exception of the SLy4 and KDE0v1 EOSs, which will be discussed

below.
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A similar correlation was found by the studies of [26] and [28]. In both papers, they only

focused on one type of EOS which, at high densities, is based on Skyrme interactions between

nucleons. By doing this, they were able to vary different nuclear parameters — such as the

effective mass, the symmetry energy, the incompressibility and others—while keeping all the

other ones fixed. This approach allowed them to observe the impact of different properties

of the EOS on the explosion. Both analyses revealed that the quantity responsible for the

greatest change in PNS structure is the effective mass of nuclei at saturation density m∗
n.

This translates into a change in the dynamics of explosion, which depends on how fast the

PNS contraction is [28], since it changes the location and thermodynamic properties of the

neutrinospheres for all flavors [26]. As a side note, they also pointed out that a change in the

effective mass corresponds to a change in the central entropy: larger effective masses lead to

larger central entropies.

Figure 3. The first three rows show the main central thermodynamic variables for different progenitors

(columns) and EOSs (colors) as a function of time post bounce. The last row shows the ratio of the nu-

cleon effective mass to the nucleon mass calculated for the central values of densities and temperatures

as a function of time post bounce. The central entropy at early times tpb � 5 ms is larger for EOSs that

yield stronger explosions. See the text for a more detailed discussion.

We complement these studies by including not only EOSs based on Skyrme interactions,

such as the LS220, KDE0v1, and SLy4, but also the APR EOS as well as EOSs based on

RMF theory. Since the finite-temperature part of the APR EOS was constructed using the

SRO-code [31], which was also used to generate the Skyrme-type EOSs, they share the same
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properties near saturation density. Hence, we consider them to be “SRO-type". The difference

between the APR and the Skyrme-type EOSs is that the nuclear potentials for the Skyrme-

type EOSs are derived from the energy density of nuclear matter, whereas for the APR they

are derived from nucleon-nucleon scattering. The EOSs calculated using RMF theory are

the SFHo, DD2 and HShen. The first two use an NSE treatment of nuclei near saturation

density, and the HShen uses a Thomas-Fermi description of nuclei instead. In the following

paragraphs we will investigate the differences among these frameworks used to calculate the

nuclear EOS.

We begin our analysis by comparing the EOSs calculated using Skyrme interactions (i.e.

LS220, KDE0v1 and SLy4). One can easily notice that the effective mass correlates with

the strength of explosion. If however one compares all of the EOSs considered in this study,

this correlation breaks down. Also, despite the fact that the APR uses the same treatment of

nuclei near saturation density as the Skyrme-type EOSs, it does not follow the correlation be-

tween strength of explosion and effective mass. This, however, is not completely unexpected

since the effective mass in the APR EOS has a more complicated density dependence [36].

Overall, this shows that the effective mass is not the only parameter that affects the strength of

explosion. Interestingly, the only quantity that correlates with the strength of the explosion,

regardless of the framework used to calculate the nuclear EOS, is the central entropy.

As mentioned above, KDE0v1 and SLy4 don’t follow this correlation between strength of

explosion and central entropy. From Figure 2, one can see that shock trajectories and explo-

sion energies for these two EOSs are very similar across progenitors, with KDE0v1 yielding

slightly stronger explosions. From the top panel of Figure 3, however, one can see that

KDE0v1 gives a slightly smaller central entropy than SLy4. Hence, this shows that nuclear

parameters other than m∗
n can also change the dynamics of the explosion. This can be seen by

considering a Fermi liquid theory, in which the central entropy is given by S c ∼ m∗
nTc/ρ

2/3
c

[53], where ρc, Tc and S c are the central density, temperature and entropy, respectively.

KDE0v1 has a larger saturation density, which increases the central density, and therefore

lowers the central entropy. At the same time, it has a larger nucleon effective mass m∗
n, which

increases the central entropy. These two competing effects slightly disrupt the hierarchy of

central entropy. However, in this study the EOSs differ for several nuclear parameters, and

therefore one doesn’t expect a perfect correlation.

4 Conclusions

In this proceeding we have shown how the EOS affects the explosion of CCSNe using spher-

ically symmetric, general relativistic simulations with a parametric treatment of turbulent

convection.

We highlight a remarkable correlation between the central entropy immediately after

bounce the strength of the explosion. This is in agreement with previous studies by [26]

and [28], carried out by considering only Skyrme-type EOSs. In these works, they concluded

that the effective nucleon mass is the nuclear parameter that most strongly correlates with the

explosion. Our results using the three Skyrme EOSs considered in this work confirm this.

In addition to Skyrme-type EOSs we have also taken into account the APR EOS and

three RMF-type EOSs. This breaks down the correlation between strength of explosion and

effective nucleon mass. Because of that, the correlation between effective nucleon mass and

central entropy reported in those studies [26, 28] is also no longer present in our simulations.

However, we do obtain a remarkable correlation between central entropy and strength of the

explosion. One can therefore conclude that the central entropy immediately after bounce is

the best indicator of explodability, and it therefore plays an important role in determining

the strength of the explosion. Finally, since SRO-type and RMF-type EOSs do not follow
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the same correlation between effective mass and strength of explosion, we conclude that the

approach used to calculate the EOS, and more specifically the treatment of nuclear matter

near saturation density, has a significant impact on the explosion of CCSNe.
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